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Beverly Weston: Male, 60-75 
Father and patriarch, an alcoholic and one-time world class poet, polite, soulful, melancholic and ultimately suicidal. 
 
Virginia Weston: Female, 55-70 
Mother and matriarch, devious and cynical, suffering from mouth cancer, addicted to prescription drugs, mostly 
depressants and narcotics, experiences drug-induced episodes but is sharp-tongued and shrewd, aware of the family's 
many secrets and not hesitant to reveal them for her own benefit. 
 
Barbara Weston: Female, 35-50 
Eldest daughter, mother of Jean and wife of Bill, though they are currently separated, a college professor, tries to gain 
control of her chaotic mother, dilapidated marriage, and pot-smoking 14-year old daughter, wants to save her marriage, 
but has intense need to control everything around her as it falls apart. 
 
Ivy Weston: Female, 35-50 
Middle daughter, stereotypical quiet librarian, mousy, only daughter to have stayed back home, teaches at local college, 
calm and patient exterior hides a passionate woman gradually growing cynical, secretly having an affair with her "cousin", 
Little Charles, plans to move to New York with him. 
 
Karen Weston: Female, 30-45 
Youngest daughter, is newly engaged to Steve, whom she considers the "perfect man", lives with him in Florida, planning 
to marry him soon, can talk of little but her own happiness even at her father's funeral, chooses to lie to herself about her 
sleazy fiance. 
 
Bill Fordham: Male, 40-55 
Barbara's estranged husband and Jean's father, a college professor, he has left his wife for a younger woman, one of his 
students, but wants to be there for his family, his marriage is disintegrating and his patience is slowly running thin. 
 
Jean Fordham: Female, 14-16 
Daughter of Barbara and Bill. Smokes marijuana and cigarettes. Loves old films. 
 
Steve Heidebrecht: Male, 40-55 
Karen’s sleazy fiance. Businessman. Lives in Miami, Florida. 
 
Mattie Fae Aiken: Female, 45-60 
Sister of Violet. Wife of Charlie and mother of Little Charles. 
 
Charlie Aiken: Male, 50-65 
Husband of Mattie Fay and father of Little Charles. 
 
"Little" Charlie Aiken: Male, 25-40 
Son of Mattie Fay and Charlie. Unmarried. Having a secret love affair with Ivy who turns out to be his half-sister. 
 
Johnna Monevata: Female, 20-30 
Cheyenne Native American who Beverly hires as a live-in housekeeper  
 
Sheriff Deon Gilbeau: Male, 35-50 
4Friend of the Weston family, who reports the discovery of Beverly’s drowned body to the family. Barbara’s high school 
boyfriend. 
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